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Learning Argument Structures
with Recurrent Neural Network Grammars
Ryo Yoshida and Yohei Oseki
The University of Tokyo
{yoshiryo0617, oseki}@g.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Abstract
In targeted syntactic evaluations, the syntactic competence of language models (LMs)
has been investigated through various syntactic phenomena, among which one of the important domains has been argument structure.
Argument structures in head-initial languages
have been exclusively tested in the previous
literature, but may be readily predicted from
lexical information of verbs, potentially overestimating the syntactic competence of LMs.
In this paper, we explore whether argument
structures can be learned by LMs in head-final
languages, which could be more challenging
given that argument structures must be predicted before encountering verbs during incremental sentence processing, so that the relative weight of syntactic information should
be heavier than lexical information. Specifically, we examined double accusative constraint and double dative constraint in Japanese
with the sequential and hierarchical LMs: ngram model, LSTM, GPT-2, and Recurrent
Neural Network Grammar (RNNG). Our results demonstrated that the double accusative
constraint is captured by all LMs, whereas
the double dative constraint is successfully explained only by the hierarchical model. In addition, we probed incremental sentence processing by LMs through the lens of surprisal,
and suggested that the hierarchical model may
capture deep semantic roles that verbs assign
to arguments, while the sequential models
seem to be influenced by surface case alignments. We conclude that the explicit hierarchical bias is essential for LMs to learn argument
structures like humans.

1

Introduction

Recently, artificial neural networks have had a great
impact on the field of Natural Language Processing.
Nevertheless, despite the improvement brought by
the neural network, it is an open question what linguistic knowledge neural language models (LMs)

can learn from the next word prediction task. One
line of research peeking into the neural network
“black box” is the targeted syntax evaluations with
controlled sentences designed to reveal whether
the LMs have learned specific syntactic knowledge consistent with human acceptability judgements. (e.g., Lau et al., 2017). Using this method,
previous work has shown that these models successfully learn a variety of syntactic knowledge
such as subject-verb number agreement (Linzen
et al., 2016; Marvin and Linzen, 2018; Wilcox et al.,
2018).
In targeted syntax evaluations, one of the important domains has been argument structure. Previous work suggested that neural LMs have the
ability to capture argument structures (Kann et al.,
2019; Warstadt et al., 2020), but in head-initial languages exclusively tested in the previous literature,
argument structures may be predicted from lexical
information of verbs, potentially overestimating
the syntactic competence of the LMs. In addition,
although targeted syntax evaluation to test other linguistic knowledge has confirmed the advantage of
syntactic bias (Kuncoro et al., 2018; Wilcox et al.,
2019; Futrell et al., 2019), hierarchical models such
as Recurrent Neural Network Grammars (RNNGs,
Dyer et al., 2016) have not been evaluated for verb
argument structures.
In this paper, we will examine the effect of
syntactic bias on learning verb argument structures, using more challenging head-final language,
Japanese. In Japanese, argument structures must be
predicted before encountering verbs during incremental sentence processing, such that the relative
weight of syntactic information should be heavier than lexical information. We specifically focus
on the double accusative constraint (e.g., Harada,
1975, 1986; Shibatani, 1978; Hiraiwa, 2002, 2010)
and the double dative constraint in Japanese. The
double accusative constraint prohibits the occur-
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Table 1: Summary of the previous literature on targeted syntactic evaluations. Works for English are shown above
the horizontal line and works for other European languages are shown below the horizontal line.

rences of two or more NPs marked with the accusative case particle o within the same clause, and
the double dative constraint is the restriction on
the case taken by verbs. We will test these constraints with the sequential and hierarchical LMs,
n-gram, LSTM, GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and
Recurrent Neural Network Grammars (RNNGs).
As a result, we demonstrated that the double accusative constraint could be captured by all LMs,
whereas the double dative constraint is successfully
explained only by the hierarchical model. In addition, we analyzed the phrase-by-phrase surprisal
of the LMs, and suggested that the hierarchical
model may capture deep semantic roles that verbs
assign to arguments, while the sequential models
are influenced by surface case alignments. This result suggests that the double accusative constraint,
which is a constraint to spell out the surface case,
can be solved well by the sequential model, but
the double dative constraint, which is a constraint
at the level of the deep semantic role that verbs
assign to arguments, can be solved well only by the
hierarchical model. Taken together, we conclude
that the explicit hierarchical bias is essential for
LMs to learn the human-like syntactic competence
to process argument structures.
Another important contribution of this paper is
that, to the best of our knowledge, it was the first
attempt to conduct targeted syntax evaluation using
Japanese. The goal of natural language processing
community is to build a LM having language independent general language processing ability, but so
far targeted syntax evaluation has been done mainly
for English (above the horizontal line in Table 1)
and other European languages (below the horizontal line in Table 1). In order to achieve the goal, it
102

is important to evaluate the syntactic competence
of LMs for non-European languages.

2 Methods
To investigate the effect of explicitly modeling hierarchical structures, we train linear LMs and a
hierarchical LM. In order to eliminate the effect of
the amount of training data, we trained all LMs on
the same training data. In addition, we restricted
our evaluation to left-to-right LMs corresponding
to incremental sentence processing, to make LMs
predict the verb argument structure before they see
the verb. We used the same model sizes reported
in the papers proposing each model (Table 2).
2.1

Language Models

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM): LSTMs
are a sequential model using the recurrent neural
network architecture (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). We used a 2-layer LSTM with 256
hidden and input dimensions. The implementation
by Gulordava et al. (2018) was employed.1
GPT-2: GPT-2 is a sequential model using the
Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017).
We used the same architecture of GPT-2 small (Radford et al., 2019) with 12 layers and 756 hidden
and input dimensions. The implementation by Huggingface’s Transformer package (Wolf et al., 2020)
was employed.
Recurrent Neural Network Grammar (RNNG):
RNNGs are a hierarchical model which explicitly
models hierarchical structures (Dyer et al., 2016).
1
https://github.com/facebookresearch/
colorlessgreenRNNs

Language Model
LSTM
GPT-2
RNNG

#Layers
2
12
2

#Hidden dimensions
256
768
256

#Input dimensions
256
768
256

Table 2: Model sizes of neural LMs evaluated in this paper.

Figure 2: “Syntactic composition” function that is executed during a REDUCE action. This figure is reproduced from Dyer et al. (2016).

of its children in the stack. For example, “(NP
The hungry cat)” is represented by a new single vector by this action.

Figure 1: The architecture of RNNGs used in this paper.
This figure is reproduced from Hale et al. (2018).

In this paper, we used stack-only RNNGs (Kuncoro
et al., 2017). RNNGs generate trees such as “(S
(NP The hungry cat) (VP meows))”; each of the
elements is encoded as a vector and stored in a
stack, which is illustrated inside the gray box in
Figure 1. At each step of generation, one of the
following three actions is selected based on the
current state of the stack, which is encoded as a
vector by stack LSTM:
• NT(X) introduces a nonterminal X that is encoded as a vector onto the top of the stack.
This action generates an open nonterminal
“(X”.

If NT(X) or GEN(x) is selected, which open nonterminal or word is generated is selected based on
the same vector that represents the current state of
the stack.
If REDUCE is selected, “syntactic composition”
function is executed by bidirectional LSTM (Figure 2). In both directions, a nonterminal vector
such as “(NP” is input first, and then its children
vectors such as “u”, “v” and “w” are input in forward or reverse order. After all the children vectors
are input, the phrase vector ”x” is calculated from
the output of the forward and reverse LSTMs.
We used RNNGs that had a 2-layer stack LSTM
with 256 hidden and input dimensions. The implementation by Noji and Oseki (2021) was employed.2 RNNGs were given the correct tree
structures only during training, so we used wordsynchronous beam search (Stern et al., 2017) to
inference tree structures behind terminal subwords
during evaluation. We set the action beam size to
100, the word beam size to 10, and the fast track to
1.

• GEN(x) introduces a terminal symbol x that
is encoded as a vector onto the top of the stack.
This action generates a terminal symbol “x”.

n-gram: As a baseline, we also train 5-gram LM
using KenLM.3

• REDUCE triggers “syntactic composition”
function, which creates a new single vector
that represents a phrase X from the elements

2
https://github.com/aistairc/
rnng-pytorch
3
https://github.com/kpu/kenlm
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2.2 Training data

3 Targeted argument structures

All LMs were trained on the National Institute for
Japanese Language and Linguistics Parsed Corpus of Modern Japanese (NPCMJ), that comprises
67,018 sentences annotated with tree structures.4
The sentences were split into subwords by a bytepair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016).5 LSTM, GPT2, and n-gram used only terminal subwords, while
RNNGs used terminal subwords and tree structures.
All neural LMs (LSTM, GPT-2, and RNNGs) were
given one sentence at a time and were trained for 40
epochs and 3 times with different random seeds.6

3.1

2.3 Acceptability judgements with LMs
Recently, many efforts have been made on the
evaluation of the syntactic competence of LMs.
Previous work (e.g., Linzen et al., 2016; Marvin
and Linzen, 2018; Wilcox et al., 2018) evaluated
whether LMs assign a higher probability to an acceptable sentence than to an unacceptable one, using a minimal pair such as (1).

Double accusative constraint

Japanese has a constraint that prohibits the occurrences of two or more NPs marked with the accusative case particle o in the same clause. This
constraint is called “double accusative constraint”,
and have attracted considerable interest in the study
of Japanese syntax (e.g., Harada, 1975, 1986; Shibatani, 1978; Hiraiwa, 2002, 2010). One example
of double accusative constraint is given in (2):
(2) a. Ken-ga
Naomi-ni/o
gakko-ni
Ken-Nom Naomi-Dat/Acc school-Dat
ik-ase-ta
go-Caus-Past
‘Ken made Naomi go to school.’
b. Ken-ga
Naomi-ni sono-hon-o
Ken-Nom Naomi-Dat Dem-book-Acc
yom-ase-ta
read-Caus-Past
‘Ken made Naomi read the book.’
Naomi-o
sono-hon-o
c. *Ken-ga
Ken-Nom Naomi-Acc Dem-book-Acc
yom-ase-ta
read-Caus-Past
‘Ken made Naomi read the book.’

(1) a. The hungry cat meows.
b. *The hungry cat meow.
There are several methods to measure an LM’s preference between two sentences in a minimal pair.
One of them is prediction task, which compares a
probability of grammatically critical position. For
example, in the example in (1), we would expect
the model to predict p(meows|The hungry cat) >
p(meow|The hungry cat). However, the prediction task setting is not applicable when grammaticality is determined by the interaction of several
words or when the information necessary to determine grammaticality does not appear in the left
context. In this paper, we use the more general
full-sentence setting (Marvin and Linzen, 2018;
Warstadt et al., 2020), which compares a probability of the two complete sentences. For example, in the example in (1), we would expect
the model to predict p(The hungry cat meows) >
p(The hungry cat meow).
4

http://npcmj.ninjal.ac.jp
Implemented in sentencepiece (Kudo and Richardson,
2018). We set character coverage to 0.9995, and vocabulary
size to 8000
6
Traces and semantic information were removed in the
way described in Manning and Schutze (1999).
5
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As shown in (2a), when the object NP is marked
with the dative case particle ni, the causee NP can
be marked with either the dative case particle ni or
the accusative case particle o. However, as shown
in (2bc), when the object NP is marked with the
accusative case particle o, the causee NP cannot
be marked with the accusative case particle o (2c),
but must be marked with the dative case particle ni
(2b).
We can assess the syntactic competence of
LMs on double accusative constraint by examining whether LMs assign a higher probability to
(2b) than (2c), where both arguments are marked
with the accusative case particle o within the same
sentence. For this purpose, 22 minimal pairs of
the (2bc) pattern made by Tamaoka et al. (2018)
were collected and the probabilities of the two sentences were compared for each minimal pair. We
confirmed that case markers are tokenized into individual subword tokens.
3.2

Double dative constraint

Now we turn to another phenomenon on argument
structures: double dative constraint. In Japanese,

Language Model
n-gram
LSTM
GPT-2
RNNG

Accuracy (%)
72.7
97.0 (± 2.1)
95.5 (± 3.7)
98.5 (± 2.1)

Language Model
n-gram
LSTM
GPT-2
RNNG

Accuracy (%)
81.8
89.4 (± 8.6)
86.4 (± 3.7)
100.0 (± 0.0)

Table 3: The result of targeted syntactic evaluation on
double accusative constraint. Average accuracies with
standard deviations across different random seeds are
reported.

Table 4: The result of targeted syntactic evaluation on
double dative constraint. Average accuracies with standard deviations across different random seeds are reported.

case is marked with particles, and different verbs
can take different case patterns. One example of
double dative constraint is given in (3):

erage accuracies with standard deviations across
different random seeds are reported. First, the baseline n-gram model underperformed the neural LMs.
This result demonstrates that the dataset used to
test the double accusative constraint cannot merely
be solved with local information.
Second, among the neural LMs, the hierarchical model (RNNG) achieved the highest accuracy,
while the sequential models (LSTM and GPT-2)
also reached the near perfect performance. This
result provide evidence supporting that the neural
LMs can capture the double accusative constraint
without explicitly modeling hierarchical structures.

(3) a. Ken-ga
Naomi-o
gakko-ni
Ken-Nom
Naomi-Acc
school-Dat
oku-tta
take-Past
‘Ken took Naomi to school.’
b. *Ken-ga
Naomi-ni
gakko-ni
Ken-Nom
Naomi-Dat
school-Dat
oku-tta
take-Past
‘Ken took Naomi to school.’

4.2

Double dative constraint

As shown in (3a), double object verbs take three
arguments: an NP marked with the nominative case
particle ga, an NP marked with the accusative case
particle o, and an NP marked with the dative case
particle ni. Double object verbs cannot take an
NP marked with the dative case instead of an NP
marked with the accusative case (3b), resulting in
unacceptable sentences.
We can assess the syntactic competence of LMs
on double dative constraint by examining whether
LMs assign a higher probability to (3a) than (3b).
In order to make the results comparable to the double accusative constraint in the previous section,
we contrast (3a) with (3b), where both arguments
are marked with the dative case particle ni within
the same sentence. For this purpose, 22 minimal
pairs of the (3ab) pattern made by Tamaoka et al.
(2018) were collected and the probabilities of the
two sentences were compared for each minimal
pair. We confirmed that case markers are tokenized
into individual subword tokens.

The result of targeted syntactic evaluation on double dative constraint is shown in Table 4. Average
accuracies with standard deviations across different
random seeds are reported. First, the baseline ngram model performed relatively well, but the performance is still lower than the neural LMs. This
result indicates that the dataset used to test the double dative constraint can reasonably be solved with
local information alone, but neural architectures
may be required to reach the higher performance.
Second, among the neural LMs, the hierarchical model (RNNG) achieved the perfect accuracy,
whereas the sequential models (LSTM and GPT-2)
did not reach the near perfect performance with
only slight improvements over the baseline n-gram
model. This result provide evidence supporting
that, unlike the double accusative constraint, the
neural LMs can capture the double dative constraint
only when explicitly modeling hierarchical structures.

4

5 Probing sentence processing

Results

4.1 Double accusative constraint
The result of targeted syntactic evaluation on double accusative constraint is shown in Table 3. Av105

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 demonstrated that the explicit
hierarchical bias may not be necessary for the double accusative constraint, but crucial for the double

dative constraint. Why can the sequential models
learn the double accusative constraint, but not the
double dative constraint? In this section, following
Futrell et al. (2019), we probe sentence processing
and identify the phrases where LMs make different
predictions for acceptable and unacceptable sentences by computing phrase-by-phrase surprisal of
LMs. The following analyses include neural LMs
to the exclusion of the n-gram model.
5.1 Methods
We probed sentence processing of LMs through
the information-theoretic complexity metric
called surprisal (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008):
− log p(segment|context) . In psycholinguistics,
it is well known that humans predict next segments
during incremental sentence processing, and the
less predictable the segment is, the more surprising
that segment is. The previous literature established
that cognitive efforts measured from humans are
proportional to surprisals computed from LMs
(e.g., Smith and Levy, 2013; Frank and Bod, 2011;
Frank et al., 2015). Building on this result, we
probe sentence processing by LMs through the
lens of surprisal.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Double accusative constraint
Figure 3 shows phrase-by-phrase surprisal for the
double accusative constraint. Phrasal surprisal was
computed as the cumulative sum of surprisals of
its constituent subwords. Average surprisals with
standard errors across different items and random
seeds are reported.
We observe that all LMs show the largest surprisal difference at the accusative case particle o
marking the third NP. This observation suggests
that the all LMs captured the double accusative
constraint through consecutive case marking on
the second and third NPs. Notice incidentally that
only RNNG shows larger surprisal at the end of
unacceptable sentences than acceptable sentences.
5.2.2 Double dative constraint
Figure 4 shows phrase-by-phrase surprisal for the
double dative constraint. Phrasal surprisal was
computed as the cumulative sum of surprisals of
its constituent subwords. Average surprisals with
standartd errors across different items and random
seeds are reported.
First, unlike the double accusative constraint, we
cannot observe the phrases where all LMs consis106

tently show a large surprisal difference. Second,
LSTM and GPT-2 show the largest surprisal difference at the dative case particle o marking the third
NP, while RNNG shows the largest surprisal difference at the case particle marking the second NP.
These observations suggest that the sequential models are more surprised when the dative case particle
ni marks two NPs consecutively, while the hierarchical model is more surprised when the dative case
particle ni marks the second NP incorrectly, which
should be marked by the accusative case particle o.
In order to confirm this result, we statistically
tested via paired-samples t-tests whether the “surprisal differences between acceptable and unacceptable sentences” are significantly different between
the case particle marking the second NP (the phrase
where the dative case particle marks one NP incorrectly) and the case particle marking the third NP
(the phrase where the dative case particle marks
two NPs consecutively). The result revealed that
LSTM shows a significantly larger surprisal difference at the case particle marking the third NP
(p < 0.05), while RNNG shows a significantly
larger surprisal difference at the case particle marking the second NP (p < 0.05), but GPT-2 did not
show any significant difference (p = 0.067). In
other words, LSTM was more surprised when the
dative case particle ni marks two NPs consecutively,
while RNNGs were more surprised when the dative
case particle ni marks the second NP incorrectly,
which should be marked by the accusative case particle o, but GPT-2 was equally surprised at both
phrases. The important conclusion here is that the
hierarchical model (RNNG) not only achieved the
perfect accuracy but also captured the double dative constraint for right reasons (i.e. incorrect case
marking on the second NP), while the sequential
models (LSTM and GPT-2) solved the double dative constraint for wrong reasons (i.e. consecutive
case marking on the second and third NPs). In fact,
as in (4), it is possible to have consecutive dative
cases in Japanese, for example, when a NP marked
by the dative case expresses time, and it is wrong
to judge ungrammaticality on the basis of a series
of dative cases.

(4) Ken-ga yoake-ni gakko-ni
i-tta
Ken-Nom dawn-Dat school-Dat go-Past
‘Ken went to school at dawn.’

Surprisal
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Figure 3: Phrase-by-phrase surprisal for the double accusative constraint. Phrasal surprisal was computed as the
cumulative sum of surprisals of its constituent subwords. Average surprisals with standard errors across different
items and random seeds are reported.
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Figure 4: Phrase-by-phrase surprisal for the double dative constraint. Phrasal surprisal was computed as the
cumulative sum of surprisals of its constituent subwords. Average surprisals with standard errors across different
items and random seeds are reported.
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6

General discussion

In summary, we demonstrated that all LMs can capture the double accusative constraint, while only
the hierarchical model can solve the double dative
constraint with the perfect accuracy. Moreover,
further analyses of incremental sentence processing revealed that the double accusative constraint
can be attributed to the phrase where the second
and third NPs are marked consecutively, while the
double dative constraint seems to be adequately
captured by the hierarchical model at the phrase
where the second NP is marked incorrectly. In this
section, we discuss these results from the perspective of theoretical linguistics.
First, Hiraiwa (2010) proposes that the double
accusative constraint is not a pure syntactic constraint, but an interface constraint on the spell-out
of the accusative case; namely, the phonological
constraint against realizing multiple occurrences of
the accusative case value within the same domain.
Interestingly, this proposal is consistent with our
results in that the double accusative constraint is
modeled by LMs through surface case alignments
like consecutive case marking on the second and
third NPs.
Second, the double dative constraint, on the other
hand, seems to be a pure syntactic constraint, where
NPs should be marked with the accusative case
particle given deep semantic roles (i.e. theme)
that verbs assign to arguments. Among the neural LMs tested above, only RNNG distinguished
unacceptable sentences from acceptable sentences
at the phrase where the second NP is marked incorrectly. Although GPT-2 also shows a similar trend
to RNNG, the sequential models seem to be surprised for wrong reasons by consecutive case marking on the second and third NPs, which is not the
critical point of the difference between acceptable
and unacceptable sentences. This result may suggest that the sequential models cannot learn deep
semantic roles that verbs assign to arguments and,
alternatively, are strongly influenced by surface
heuristics (McCoy et al., 2019). In contrast, the
hierarchical model can learn those deep semantic
roles by explicitly modeling hierarchical structures
(Wilcox et al., 2020).

7

Limitations and future work

In this paper, we performed the targeted syntactic evaluation of LMs on argument structure in
Japanese, which could be more challenging than
108

English given that argument structures must be
predicted before encountering verbs during incremental sentence processing. However, our results
suggests that the dataset used in this paper may be
too easy: even the baseline n-gram model can solve
well (accuracy = 72.7% on double accusative constraint and 81.8% on double dative constraint). We
should evaluate LMs on more challenging dataset
to strengthen the argument in this paper.
In addition, in order to make the fair comparison
of different architectures of the LMs, we trained all
LMs on NPCMJ, the largest treebank in Japanese.
However, since NPCMJ is relatively small (67,000
sentences), and the previous literature has shown
that sequential models can reach the higher performance comparable to hierarchical models when
trained on larger training data (Futrell et al., 2019),
whether the results scale or not remains to be explored in future work.
Finally, this paper was the first attempt to conduct the targeted evaluation in Japanese, but only
two syntactic phenomena on argument structures
were examined in this paper. In order to scale the
targeted syntactic evaluation, we plan to evaluate
the syntactic competence of LMs on a wider range
of syntactic phenomena in Japanese. We hope that
this paper will motivate the targeted evaluation of
the syntactic competence of LMs across languages.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we explored whether argument structures can be learned by LMs in head-final languages, where argument structures must be predicted even before encountering following verbs
during incremental sentence processing. Specifically, we examined double accusative constraint
and double dative constraint in Japanese with the
sequential and hierarchical LMs: n-gram model,
LSTM, GPT-2, and RNNG. Our results demonstrated that the double accusative constraint could
be captured by all LMs, whereas the double dative constraint is successfully explained only by
the hierarchical model. In addition, we probed
sentence processing by LMs through the lens of
surprisal, and suggested that the hierarchical model
may capture deep semantic roles that verbs assign
to arguments, while the sequential models are influenced by surface case alignments. We conclude
that the explicit hierarchical bias is essential for
LMs to learn the human-like syntactic competence
to process argument structures.
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